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WISHING YOU

AS GIAVISCHA BELLAS FESTAS
E BUN DI BUN ONN ! *
* This greeting was the PTT's interpretation in the Romansch/Rhaeto-Romantic language spoken in parts of Graubunden of
“A merry Christmas and a happy New Year” on the PTT's Christmas card to their customers in 1985.

THE INTERNATIONAL KINDERDORF PESTALOZZI

ANTHONY ATKINSON

Fig. 1 Privately produced FDC for the 1954 issue of Pro Juventute stamps on official Kinderdorf Pestalozzi stationery envelope,
cancelled with the special Kinderdorf 1.XII.54. circular date stamp

The Editor of the Zürich Journal, Walter Robert Corti, wrote an editorial designed to initiate a debate on how
Switzerland could help the rehabilitation of orphan children after the Second World War. There was much
support from the public to take up the cause and shortly after the end of the War an organisation with
considerable funding with the grand title the 'Pestalozzi Children's Foundation'* was set up. The Pro
Juventute Foundation was one of its main sponsors. Their objective was to create a new “village” in Trogen
(Canton Appenzell) where chosen children from many countries could be brought up together in harmony,
free of prejudice. The village received children from many countries including France, Germany, Hungary,
Poland, Italy and England. They lived in large chalet-style houses each accommodating up to 20 residents, all
from the same country. Our member Anthony Atkinson's parents ran the English House in the 1950s and he
spent much of his early childhood there. They were brought up in their native languages, but they used
German (the language local to the village) in their school and to converse with each other and the outside
world.
On 1st July 1954 the Foundation opened a Post Office there with its own 'TROGEN KINDERDORF PESTALOZZI'
cds. To celebrate the event they produced “First Day Covers” using two formats of the Foundation's special
stationery (Fig. 2 on Page 116). These were franked with stamps covering a range of issues current at the
time, including: the 1949 Landscape and Technology set (4x5c), the 1954 Pro Patria set (10c, 30c, 40c) and
the 25c 'Rheinschiffahrt' commemorative. Later that year, Anthony produced a FDC for the 1954 issue of Pro
Juventute stamps which he cancelled with the special Kinderdorf cds on 1.XII.1954 (Fig. 1 above).
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Fig. 2 First Day Covers to celebrate the opening of the Pestalozzi village's post office with a 'TROGEN KINDERDORF PESTALOZZI'
1.VII.54. cds on different formats of the Foundation's special stationery.

The first K-cancel specific to Trogen was first issued on 22.7.70. - 'TROGEN Einzigartiges Appenzellerland' (Fig.
3). The children's village had its own special 'TROGEN KINDERDORF PESTALOZZI' K-cancel that appeared in
three slightly different versions – the first issued on 4.5.64, the second on 1.3.71. and the third on 15.9.71, all
featuring ladybirds and a boy and a girl walking together holding hands. The last K-cancel specific to
Kinderdorf Pestalozzi was issued first on 12.6.94. It featured a symbolic child catching a ladybird.

22.7.70.
4.V.64.
1.3.71.
15.9.71.
12.6.94
Fig. 3: 'TROGEN' K-cancel and special 'TROGEN KINDERDORF PESTALOZZI' K-cancels - first dates of issue below the illustrations.

Over the years circumstances changed and the buildings housing the children were no longer required. If you
go to Trogen today the only evidence of its past charitable activities are the Foundation's headquarters
buildings and a visitor centre.
The objectives and targets of the Pestalozzi Children's Foundation have been reviewed over the years. It is
still active now in eleven countries worldwide coordinated from its Headquarters in Trogen, advocating
access to education for underprivileged children and promoting intercultural exchange and harmonious
coexistence. They develop projects in the children's home countries. Much of the funding comes from
foreign sources, mainly from countries in which disasters have occurred. The Foundation has a high
reputation and uses its experience to hold and administer the resources to maximum effect.

Fig. 4: images of Pestalozzi on stamps: Z275

PJ43

PJ44

* The choice of Pestalozzi (1746-1827) in the title of the organisation and of the children's village reflects the
high esteem in which Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi's achievements were, and still are, held by the Swiss - in
particular his support for the welfare of children and his educational theories. Images of Pestalozzi have
appeared on a number of Swiss stamps – Pro Juventute Z43/44 part of the set to mark the centenary of his
death and Z275 for the Bi-centenary of his birth commemorative (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 5 Pestalozzi on BIE issues: Z22

Z45
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Vignette: Aid for POWs V-BIE I

His image also appears on the International Bureau of Education's stamps/vignettes (Z22 overprint and Z42,
44, 45, 46, 47 featuring his statue in Yverdon by A. Lanz (1889) and vignettes V-BIE I-IV – see Figs. 5 and 6
right) and on the set of Pro Patria cards in 1914 (Fig.6 left). Z275 and PJ43 were produced by the famous
stamp designer/engraver Karl Bickel senior who engraved 36 portrait stamps for the Pro Juventute
Foundation between 1927 and 1964. Bickel once stated that of all his productions for the PTT/Pro Juventute
Foundation he was most proud of his stamp of Pestalozzi (PJ43). The BIE stamps (Z42, 44-47) were engraved
by his son, Karl Bickel junior. n.b. there is also a famous bronze statue (1899) of Pestalozzi and a child off
Bahnhofstrasse in Zürich.

Fig. 6 Left: One of the 1914 Bundesfeier card set sold to support the “Institution Pestalozzi-Neuhof” featuring Pestalozzi and his
son Gottlieb (n.b. the similarity of Pestalozzi's face in the picture to Bickel's engraved head on PJ43 and on the BIE vignettes).
Right: FDC produced for the second issue (with modified colours) of Official stamps specifically designed for the International
Bureau of Education (BIE) issued on 24 th October 1960.

THE NEXT MEETING OF THE SOCIETY'S SOUTHERN GROUP
Saturday 9th March 2019 is the date for this group's next all-day meeting (10am to 4pm, refreshments and
lunch provided) at 'The Three Crowns' public house, Whaddon nr. Salisbury (theme to be determined).
Further meetings next year are proposed for 1 st June and 19th October. For more information contact Werner
Gattiker, Tel. 01273 842 135 or werner@swisstamps.co.uk
RESEARCH INTO THE BIE VIGNETTES/LABELS

ALAN GREEN

As a follow up to his news that he had been awarded a Large Vermeil in the Cinderella Class for his entry
'B.I.E. Service of Intellectual Aid to POWs 1940 – 1944' at the ABPS's Northern National 2018 (ref. AHPSN
Sept. '18) Alan Green is asking members' help to determine what gaps might be filled in his collection . The
judges commented that it was: “A most unusual educational exhibit in more ways than one. Well presented and
researched”, but he is hoping to extend his knowledge of this unusual issue.
He writes: “I have not seen any essays or design work related to these vignettes/labels – has any member
done so? Also, are there examples of unusual usage of them creating incorrect or disallowed mail? Such
items may exist but are they very rare?” He is hoping that the 'Stamp Collector Magazine' will publish an
article by the ABPS in the New Year promoting our hobby and featuring the results of the 'Northern
National'. Responses to the Editor please, preferably with illustrations. Thankyou.
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WIM JACOBI

This article was first published in the Dutch Swiss Collectors' journal 'Jungfraupost No. 152. It was translated from
the Dutch by the author, Wim Jacobi, with assistance from Bob Medland. Thanks are due to the Dutch society and
Wim for enabling us to reprint it in our Newsletter.
All kinds of labels can be found on parcel cards. Three types of them are related to the correct handling by the
postal service of transporting parcels from departure to delivery, they are:
1. Value of insurance labels
2. Departure or number labels
3. Transit labels
Value labels (Wert – Valeur)
From 1849 it was possible to post ‘value’ (insured) consignments from Switzerland subject to an increased postal
rate. In the event of a loss of the letter or parcel the post office paid the amount certified on the cover or
packaging. If no value was stated a fixed amount was paid by the post office. In 2003 this postal service came to
an end; whilst the use of the ‘Bulletin d’éxpedition’ package card had already ended in 1994. Over the years,
different labels were issued for certification of insured mail items.

Fig. 1 Value label with, underneath, a parcel label.

Initially, the labels showed only a 'W' or 'V', depending on whether the post office was in a German, French or
Italian speaking area of Switzerland. Later on, labels with Deklarierter Wert / Valeur Wert / Valeur déclaré and
Deklarierter Wert / Valore dichiarato appeared. Latterly they were all printed with just a single 'V'.
In the early years the labels could be pasted anywhere on the card. After 1905 labels were required to be affixed
in a specific position. Value labels had to be affixed in the same place as parcels dispatch labels. Initially this was at
the bottom-right corner (Figure 2) and later at top-centre (Figure 3) so the value label did not obscure the parcel
label.

Fig. 2 Left: At the bottom is a parcel label 769 Lausanne Transit. This is the office of departure. Below it is the transit office label 'Basel
Trst.' where customs formalities took place. At the top centre there are two different Nachnahme labels. The function of the second
label is unclear to me, especially as the space where the bill for collection number has to be filled in is empty.
Fig. 3 Right: Office of sending: ‘Bern 13 Matte’ now top centre. Label No. 3.
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Value Labels in 'Guignard & Vuille'
The label in Figure 1 (with the sending office name in Gothic script) does not appear in the book 'Les étiquettes
postales Suisses 1876 – 1997' by Guignard & Vuille. So far I have found them on parcel cards from Basel, Zürich, St.
Gallen and Romanshorn. They are only to be found on very early parcel cards from 1879 on (Figure 4).

Fig. 4 Some examples of this recently discovered label. The W stands for Wert(h).

Guignard & Vuille includes two tables for different use of the value labels, one for letters the other for parcels.
Maybe they really had this function. The thing is, did everybody know this at every parcels counter? One can find
letter labels used on parcel cards and parcel labels on letters. Evidently they were not always used for their
intended purpose.
The Manufacture of Labels
All labels were printed in sheets of 50 and were merged into booklets with up to 1,000 labels.
From the start there was a parcel No. 1,000 in the booklet. Later on the last label was printed 000 and the postal
clerk inscribed a ‘1’ in front of the 000 (Figure 5). All types of labels were manufactured according to this principle.

Fig. 5 Departure label no. 1,000

In the 'Reglement und Tarif ab 1.Oktober 1884' one can read about the use of parcels labels, roughly translated
as follows:
“§45 Issuing of numbers:
1. Each item of mail shall be provided with a printed number by the parcels service. Printed and numbered
labels are to be affixed to the item immediately.
2. The item number may not cover any part of the address or any postage stamps.
3. The item numbers must be provided with a clean imprint of the sending office stamp (straight-line) on
the upper part, not after the label has been affixed but whilst it is still on the sheet. On the lower part is the
printed black item number.
4. The item numbers are issued in series of 1000, 5000 and 9999 numbers, depending on the importance of
the post office. Each sheet contains 50 numbers and 20 sheets each are combined into one booklet. The
item numbers for parcels post to other countries are delivered in series of 1000.
5. For the more important offices, the sending office is pre-printed.”
The table on the next page is not intended to be complete: these are labels that I have found on my parcel cards,
copies sent to me or found in auction catalogues.
Declared value
For parcels sent to other countries the value was indicated in francs and converted into “gold francs”, the nominal
currency used by the UPU. The regulations were frequently amended.
In Figure 6 it can be seen that the value is preceded and followed by letters “or” (= gold). In Figure 7 the
amount is shown at left in Swiss francs and, at right, converted into gold francs. Jean-Louis Emmenegger
writes that converting Swiss francs to gold francs took place between 1930 and 1950. Figure 7 shows,
however, that currency conversion still took place in 1981. From 1963 on the gold francs were also replaced
by DTS/SZR (Droits de tirages spéciaux – Sonderziehungsrechte) used by the IMF, being an average of the US $,
GB £, €, and the Chinese renminbi.
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G&V nr.
0

Earliest seen date
1879, 29.XI, white, printed, in black and red

3

1924, 14.VIII., orange, cutting lines, straight
canceller

3

1926, 25.V., orange, cutting lines, printed text

4

1935, -5.VI, violet, pierced black lines

5

1963, 10.IV, rose, pierced white lines

Insured value
5

1893, 24.I.

6

1900, 17.II.

9

1911, -9.VII

11

1918, 17.V.

`

TABLE of labels which I have found on parcel cards in my collection or seen elsewhere

Fig. 6 Amount in figures and letters with “or” before and after

Fig. 7 Chf 300.00 converted by the post office to GF315.00

Occasionally a combination of insured value and collection fee is used. Figure 8 shows an example of this. One of
the labels is affixed but not following instruction no. 147 of 1905. The instruction for this kind of combined service
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says: “If, in rare cases, value registration and collection fee are both required, the value label must be affixed
above the printed words “Wertangabe” and “zu-pour-per” and the Nachnahme label above the printed word
“Nachnahme” on the text in three languages “Begleitadresse”. The latter was therefore affixed in the wrong place
in this case.

Fig. 8 A combination of Deklarierter Wert and Nachnahme

Literature - Anonymus 1905 'Verfügung 147, Die Schweizerische'. PTT
Emmmenegger, J.-L. 2005 'Das Ende der Wertbriefe in der Schweiz'. SBZ 1-2 pp 25 – 28
Guignard, Georges & Louis Vuille 1998 'Les étiquettes postales suisses 1876 - 1997'. Consilium Philateliae
Helveticae.
THE ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 2019
NEVILLE NELDER, SECRETARY
Full details and a booking form for this event are set out on a separate sheet with this Newsletter. It is taking
place on Saturday 6th and Sunday 7th April at the Stonehouse Court Hotel in Stonehouse, Gloucestershire. The
full programme for the day is set out below. We look forward to seeing you there.
PROGRAMME: SATURDAY 6th APRIL
9.45 a.m. Coffee followed by Welcome - Bob Medland

10 15 a.m. The Peter Vonwiller Memorial Display:

‘Exploring Unusual Corners [of Swiss philately]’ - David Colman
13 15 p.m. Cup Competition
16.30 p.m. Close

15 00 p.m. Break for refreshments

12 15 p.m. Buffet Lunch
15 15 p.m. Members Displays

19 00 p.m. Society Dinner

SUNDAY 7th APRIL
9 45 a.m. Annual General Meeting

10 30 a.m. Break for refreshments

11 00 a.m. Displays Kit Jarman – ‘Odds & Ends’ and Neville Nelder – ‘The Jura and its People’
12 30 p.m. Buffet Lunch

13 00 p.m. Auction 14.00 p.m. Members Displays 15 30 p.m. Close of meeting

SUBSCRIPTION RENEWALS
Our Treasurer, Norton Wragg, is keenly awaiting your early response to the Annual Subscription renewal form sent
to you with this edition of the Newsletter. Thankyou.
PHILATELIC SYMBOLS FOR THE CANTONS
WERNER GATTIKER
At the last meeting of the Society's Southern Group Werner Gattiker displayed blow-up illustrations of the PJ
stamp sets 1918 - 1930 to draw the members' attention to the themes hidden in the intricate designs. The
stamps issued between 1918 and 1926 featured the various Swiss cantons. Each badge of the canton was
framed with a border made up of small symbols representing the products or historic incidents/characters
associated with the canton (e.g. watches (Neuchatel), carrots (Aargau). The 1928 and 1930 stamp sets
featured particular towns or cities and the patterns of the borders were similarly made up of relevant
symbols including an apple split by arrows (Altdorf) and a ship's anchor representing the building of marine
engines (Winterthur). Take a look at them. There's potential for a Christmas quiz game in there somewhere!
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A NEW PUBLICATION - 'THE 'RETOUR' LABELS OF SWITZERLAND'

LIBRARIAN

Douglas Muir is Senior Curator Philately at the British Postal Museum. He has recently produced this new
book which is in the series of publications of the Swiss Postal History Society. Details are set out in the flyer
reproduced below, together with an order form should you wish to acquire a copy.

New release November 2018
Volume XIV of the series of publications of the Swiss Postal History Society
'Return to Sender: The Retour Labels of Switzerland' ('Die Retour-Etiketten der Schweiz')

…....................................................................................................................................................................................
I wish to order __ copy(s) at a price of CHF 35.00 / EUR 30.- (Swiss Postal History Society members CHF 25.- / EUR
22.- per copy (excl. packaging & postage)
Name: first/last ________________________________________________________________
Address: No. Street _______________________ City: __________________Postcode:________ Country:____
Date ________________________________ Signature ________________________________
Send your order to: Jürg Roth, Multbergsteig 14, CH – 8422 Pfungen
E-mail: roth.juerg@hispeed.ch
MEMBERSHIP NEWS
Graham Day and Graham Little, a former philatelic dealer, are the latest additions to our Society's roll-call.
We look forward to seeing them and all our members at one of our many meetings.
CORINPHILA AUCTION
EDITOR
The Society has now received catalogues from Corinphila Auktionen AG for their latest auction of Swiss
material in 1,400 lots (see advert in the November HPSN). The first on 30 th November 2018 features an
extensive and specialised range of 'Classical Switzerland' from the collection of the philatelist Jack Luder. The
second on 30th November and 1st December 2018 consisting of 'Switzerland–from 1843 to Modern Philately'.
The auctions will take place in Zürich. Most of the material can be viewed on the Internet. Bids can be made in
person, on-line live or through written bids by e-mail (info@corinphila.ch) or fax (+41-(0)44 - 389 91 95). Further
details from Corinphila Auktionen AG - Telephone: +41-44-389 91 91 Website:www.corinphila.ch
If anyone would like to see the catalogues, one or both, can be posted to you on a first come, first served
basis. Please bear in mind that each catalogue is quite heavy and postage will be at your expense (including
return post to our Library). If you are interested please contact me.
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THE INAUGURAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY'S MIDLANDS AND NORTHERN GROUP
Held at the Eaton Hotel, Hagley Road, Birmingham on Saturday 6 th October 2018
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MIKE SHARP

Introduction: Following the demise of the Northern Group, with
the help of Peter Berck a new venue for a day meeting was found
and an informal programme, punctuated by an excellent lunch,
was successfully achieved. Participants advised that the venue
was readily accessible by public transport from Birmingham
New Street railway station. The hotel is only 10 minutes drive
from the nearest M5 junction with an accessible hotel car park.
Perhaps disappointingly, only eight members attended the meeting
with a further seven tendering apologies. Nevertheless, there was
no shortage of material brought to share with colleagues. The
illustration shows the members enjoying the displays. They are Back row: Neville Nelder, David Colman and Mike Sharp, Front row: Norton Wragg, Peter Berck, David Hope and
Rosalind Ragg. Thanks to the photographer: Bob Medland.
Bob Medland showed a selection of official overprints and official usage of stamps and stationery including the
early 1918 IKW issues with a cautionary mention of possible forgeries. The issue was associated with the
Volkswirtschafts Department/Federal Dept. of Economic Affairs during the post 1914-1918 War recovery. Note
that initial IKW mail was sent only from Bern, Basel or St Gallen. His display also included 1934 Landscapes as
Perfin stamps. Perfins were less susceptible to forgery. However cost led to their replacement by overprints in
1936. He concluded with examples of official stamped addressed postal stationery cards, valid only for specific
official purposes such as information collection.
Norton Wragg shared his interest in charity stamps reminding us that Denmark was the first country to use such
an initiative in 1906. According to the official policy the 1912 labels (Pro Juventute forerunners) should not be
cancelled. Unfortunately, this also means that some may have been affixed at a later date prompting caution
when assessing a cover. UPU regulations until the end of 1920 advised that charity stamps should not be used on
international mail. After 1964, the stamps had unlimited validity. His exhibits included early international use of
charity stamps, including a registered cover from the often forgotten 1922 Lausanne Conference for Peace in the
Orient sent to Constantinople and a 1935 usage on airmail.
Neville Nelder presented a small collection of postal material associated with Mount Weissenstein and its locality
including ambulant and ships post mail as well as postal stationery cards with K cancels.
Rosalind Ragg produced from her Soldier card collection several items of personal interest including the 1937
Bundesfeier Medical Soldier and Dog as well as an attractive Cinderella promotional label ‘the Red Star or
Schweizische Roterstern ‘ a symbol of animal welfare and relief. The organisation was abandoned after the 19391945 War.
David Hope, appropriately for the centenary commemoration, gave an illustrated insight into the 1914-18 military
preparations in Switzerland. As well as the strategic and outline operational arrangements in accordance with
neutrality (Hague Agreement of 1907), there was an insight into the obligations to serve in the militia and the
introduction of the first soldier stamps. In the modern era, it is frequently forgotten that the living conditions of
many Swiss citizens were challenging in this era of widespread economic impoverishment. He concluded with the
1919 Peace issue, remarking that the design was controversial as many Swiss citizens thought that the terms of
settlement for Germany were unduly harsh.
Mike Sharp took advantage of the audience's expertise and brought several Berner Oberland cards and covers to
review postal rates. First of all, using several Carte Postale picture postcards all sent abroad during the 1900-10
decade for illustration, it was quickly confirmed that the crossing out of Carte Postale and hand inscription of
‘Drucksache’ or ‘Imprime’ a reduced rate of 5cts for postage to Great Britain was permissible if less than 5 words
were written on the card. Otherwise the 10 cts rate applies. Two Rayon covers for Nachnahme purposes were also
shown, each with the apparently high 40cts total postage application including the collection fee. The explanation,
supported by red crayon numeral markings and a single red stroke on each, was registration although no ‘Charge’
inscription was present. Finally, a couple of 1860s Standing Helvetia covers highlighted the differing postal rates to
the USA according to the route, via France or Great Britain ports.
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David Colman showed several pages or part pages taken from one of the 480 special albums made up by the
Union Philatelique de Genéve (UPG) showing the facsimile stamps produced by Francois Fournier between 1903
and 1917 before the business was ruined by the war. Some from his original stock included that acquired from L.
Mercier who himself went bankrupt in 1904. After the death of Fournier the business was continued by Charles
Hirschberger until his death in 1927 at which point the UPG bought up all stock and machinery to prevent further
forgery. (See HPS Newsletter July 1998, pp52-53).
Details of future meetings of the Group will appear in the Newsletter next year.
A COVER FROM BRITISH RAILWAYS – AT BASEL CENTRAL STATION

BOB MEDLAND

This intriguing cover was sent from British Railways’ ‘General Agency for Switzerland’ office which was located
next to Basel Central station. I had no idea such an entity existed, let alone what function it performed. The
creases in the envelope suggest that it contained a bulky booklet – or urgent tickets for the addressee perhaps?
Through Malcolm Bulpitt, editor of the Swiss Railways Society’s excellent magazine 'Swiss Express', I learned that
the office was established in the days of the London and South Eastern Railway (pre-1922) and that its role was
sales promotion for both passenger and freight business, liaising with travel agencies and many other
organisations.
The cover was posted in the sub-post office at Basel station on 28 th July 1951 at 2 pm, with attractive three colour
franking of 90c for Express delivery, made up of 10c local letter rate + 80c Express delivery fee. The cover was
back-stamped the same day with date stamp TELEGRAPH (EILZUSTELLUNG) BASEL 2 – telegrams and express mail
were handled by the same post office section and courier system (i.e. a boy on a bicycle). But note that the time
of despatch was 1 pm. Now, we all know that the PTT was highly efficient but . . . just how did they manage to
deliver this item one hour before it had been posted?

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History



Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

 Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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OUR ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 2019
Saturday 6th and Sunday 7th April 2019 at the Stonehouse Court Hotel, Stonehouse, Gloucestershire
The hotel is a 36-room venue in a rural setting. Stonehouse
has its own railway station nearby, with direct rail access
to/from Paddington and from the north via Cheltenham. It is
only just over 1 mile from the M5 motorway. There is much
to see in the vicinity and there is easy access for shopping in
Gloucester or Cheltenham. The Peter Vonwiller Memorial
Display, judging of the Society's Competition entries,
Members' displays and the Annual Dinner will take place on
the Saturday. The Annual General Meeting, the Society
Auction and other Members' displays on the Sunday.
A reservation fee of £50 will be payable in advance to our
Treasurer, Norton Wragg, to cover the cost of the meeting
room, refreshments and buffet lunch on the two days. Please would you complete and return the attached slip
(below) to him with your payment.
The cost of the good quality accommodation - bed, breakfast, and evening meal is £150 for a double room (£130
for a single room) pp on the Saturday night. For the Friday night, 5th April, the cost is £100 (£85 single room) B&B
only or £130 (£105 single room) with dinner included. Bookings should be made direct with the hotel on 0843 357
5557 or 01453 794950, mentioning the Society. A deposit will be required. Because the quantity of
accommodation is limited and it is a popular hotel, 20 rooms are being reserved for the Society up to 23rd
February, after which the hotel may release them to other intending guests. So please ACT NOW!
The cost of the Society dinner on the Saturday evening is included in the rates shown above. Anyone who has
accommodation elsewhere and wishes to attend the dinner, will be charged £35, payable to Norton on the day.
There will be a warm welcome to members who have not come along previously, with excellent displays and talks
as well as the opportunity to buy and sell philatelic material. However little, or however much, you know about
Swiss philately, it is an opportunity to share and discuss matters with other like-minded collectors; also to buy and
sell material from/to other members. Most importantly, it is a great opportunity to socialise with other members
of the society from all around the country, experts and beginners alike.
Gloucestershire - Close to the hotel is the town of Stroud, home to one of the busiest farmers’ markets in the
country, operating on Saturdays. Slightly further afield are the twin towns of Gloucester and Cheltenham.
Gloucester boasts a fine cathedral and a nationally known shopping centre within the restored dock area of the
city. Cheltenham is famous for its regency streets and offers extensive town centre shopping, served by a good
park-and-ride facility. Slimbridge Wildfowl Centre can be found about 10 miles distant. The village of Slad,
immortalised by Laurie Lee in ‘Cider with Rosie’ is near Stroud and the lovely Cotswold Hills are close by.
Throughout the two days Werner Gattiker (Swiss Stamps) will have a large selection of his stock for sale. Full
details of the Cup Competition Rules will be published in a forthcoming newsletter (before the meeting!)
Auction - hopefully, all members will have something to sell. If so, please bring a duplicate list of your lots
indicating, if required, reserve prices.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BOOKING FORM TO BE SENT TO:
NORTON WRAGG 10 MANOR CRESCENT TYTHERINGTON MACCLESFIELD CHESHIRE SK10 2EN
I wish to attend the Society’s Annual Meeting and enclose my cheque for £50.00 payable to the Helvetia
Philatelic Society
I (and my Partner) ..................................................................wish to join the Saturday evening Society Dinner
Name (Please Print).................................................................................................................................

